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Type: SE 8 BOrder-No.:  1008 B

The SE 8 B is a movable brake maintenance device for the 
use of 5 – 20 l canisters. Therefore the device is suitable for 
garages of all sizes.
With the help of the SE 8 B hydraulic brake systems and 
hydraulic clutches of passenger cars, commercial vehicles 
and motorcycles can be maintained. The change of synthetic 
brake fluid is done fast and without any problems. The 
complete ventilation of the brake system assures the 
functional safety of the brake including ABS-systems. 
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Description:

Electrical powered pump: After switching-on the pump the pressure builds up 
slowly. This prevents a „foaming“ of the brake fluid with air because of the small 
flow velocity.
Automatic switch-off of the pump when reaching the minimal capacity. Therefore 
no air will get into the hydraulic system.
Infinitely adjustable pressure regulation from 0.4 to 2.0 bar (maximal 2.4 bar) 
with manometer indication.
Automatically pressure decrease when switching off the device. The device can 
be disconnected from the adapter without pressure by the quick coupling. There is 
no overflow of the brake fluid.
The 3.5 m long inflating hose makes the ventilation possible on every car lift 
without any problems.
Simple handling, therefore no training is necessary.
Suitable for ABS- systems.

Technical Data:
Electrical connection: 230 V/50 Hz, optional 110 V/60 Hz or 12 V
Dimensions (LxWxH) in mm: 380 x 420 x 800
Weight: about 10.0 kg

Scope of delivery:
Tank tube and adapter (cone) for 5-20 liter canisters and standard adapter 50232.

Order-No.: 
1008 B

Accessory:
Catch bottle (50256) and adapters for almost all vehicles.
Complete disposal system for used brake fluid.
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